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We’ve detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center We’ve detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue
using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Everything we know about the new Harry Potter game - including when you can get your hands on it. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is a location-based adventure from Niantic, the creators of Pokémon Go. While it's akin to Pokémon Go in many ways - especially
with several comparable systems - this is a much more narrative-focused adventure, and refers to the Wizarding World's many characters and storylines. Niantic has confirmed the Harry Potter: Wizards Unite release date in the UK and US, players. And if you're not in the right region yet, there's still plenty to read up on and see ahead of launch.
Lumos! On this page: Harry Potter: Wizards Unite has a UK and US release date of Friday, June 21st for both iPhone and Android devices. That's right now - just search 'Wizards Unite' in your store of choice to find it. The UK and US is the start of a global release, with other regions set to follow. Meanwhile, the game was already made available in
Australia and New Zealand as part of an early open beta period. Meanwhile, one region it reportedly won't be coming to is China (via Reddit). Will Harry Potter: Wizards Unite beta progress carry over to the full game? If you are lucky enough to have access to the Harry Potter: Wizards Unite beta in Australia and New Zealand, the good news is your
progress will not be reset once it ends, and will carry over to the full game. Thanks to SuicidalNoob on reddit for confirming this. Before beginning your wizarding adventure, you’ll want to join a Hogwarts House in Harry Potter Wizards Unite. After that you’ll need to learn how to battle, so you can compete in Wizarding Challenges at Fortresses or
how to use Greenhouses, so that you can perform Potion Master Notes. You can also unlock Portkey Portmanteaus and choose a profession from Auror, Magizoologist or Professor. Don’t forget to take part in the monthly Community Day event either! Between the Harry Potter Wizards Unite beta and a pre-release hands-on event, we have plenty of
specifics on how Harry Potter: Wizards Unite will work. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite gameplay Our in-depth preview and launch interview better goes into the context of the following features, but in short, expect the following: Moment-to-moment it plays much like Pokémon Go - you explore a real-world map and interact with locations, taking you to
encounter screens, depending on what you just selected. Surprisingly, you won't join a Hogwarts House as part of your character creation, at least those that make any meaningful different to gameplay. It seems that the idea is for players to collaborate and not compete - hence the subtitle of the game. Three Harry Potter Wizards Unite Professions /
Classes are available to chose from - Auror, Magizoologist and Professor, each with a known character from the Harry Potter universe representing them. Each one will have a skill tree with abilities to choose between, and don't worry, you aren't tied to a specific Class - you can switch between them at will. There will be a storyline to follow, which
sees you investigate an event known as the Calamity, which has generated 'Foundables' throughout the world, along with a series of disappearances. There will be a "deep, multi-year narrative arc", according to a press release. These 'Foundables' are found out in the wild - not unlike Pokémon Go's Pokémon encounters - and compose of different
types depending on their colour. These encounters could be enemies - a Death Eater, a werewolf or Dementor, for example. These encounters take you to AR screen, and once you have lined up the reticule, you'll then swipe to cast spells and consume potions to win. Like Pokémon Go the appearance of specific Foundables will be tied to the weather,
time of day, location and even other factors, such as moon phase. Completing these Foundaries will give you rewards, as well as filling up your Registry - think of it as a Pokédex in Pokémon Go - composed of various pages for the world's many different interests (Dark Arts, Magical Creatures, Magical Games and Sports, and so on) to complete. Other
points of interest out in the world will be tied to real-world points of interest - Inns and Greenhouses where you can collect items, and Landmarks, which will have specific types of Foundable spawn nearby (not unlike nests in Pokémon Go). There are also Fortresses, akin to Pokémon Go's Raids, except permanently accessible. These dungeons
compose of multiple floors full of enemies - increasing in difficulty as you go - where a maximum of five players can enter to clear out. Having a varied team of Harry Potter Wizards Unite classes will help here. There are many other items supporting systems, including crafting Potions using recipes, Portkeys which requires keys to open which teleport
you to familiar locations within the world of Harry Potter (a somewhat close comparison would be Pokémon Go Eggs in how they require some effort before opening), Runestones to access Fortresses (similar to Raid Passes in Pokémon Go). Attached to some of these, we assume, is an in-game shop with in-game purchases, alongside the ability to earn
(and again, we assume buy) cosmetic accessories for your profile. Android Harry Potter: Wizards Unite iOS MMO Mobile Story Rich The long-awaited Harry Potter: Wizards Unite game, which launched back in 2019, is being officially discontinued by Niantic today. In November, the Pokémon Go maker announced in a blog post that Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite would be removed from the App Store, Google Play, and Galaxy Store on December 6, 2021 – which happened – and today the game is now officially closed, which means you can no longer play. Here’s what Niantic said back then: When we launched Harry Potter: Wizards Unite, our vision was to allow players to experience the
wizarding world right in their real-world surroundings as they stepped outside and explored their neighborhoods. Over the years, millions of witches and wizards around the globe have embarked on real-world adventures, coming together to keep magic hidden safe within the wizarding world while joining forces to take on The Unforgivable. During
this time, players have also worked alongside Hermione and Harry as part of the Statute of Secrecy Task Force to unravel the mystery behind the disappearance of the London Five and are now on the verge of putting an end to the Calamity. If you have Harry Potter: Wizards Unite on your iPhone, this is the message you’ll get: Wizards and witches
We’ve enjoyed adventuring with you over the past few years. Together we’ve helped keep magic hidden safely within the wizarding world and joined forces to unravel the mysteris of the Calamity. We’ve made the difficult decision to shut down Harry Potter: Wizards Unite as of January 31 2022. Thanks for joining us on this journey. – The Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite team Last year, Niantic also announced its policies regarding in-game currency, refunds, and what would happen if the player still had the app installed on their iPhone when the game closed for good. In December, Niantic turned off the ability to make in-app purchases, the company said it wouldn’t refund players “except where
otherwise required by law,” and “players who still have the game installed after this date [January 31, 2022] will be unable to play.” Even with this Harry Potter game discontinued, users still can take advantage of other apps made by Niantic, for example, its hit Pokémon Go, the recently launched Pikmin game, and, coming soon, a new Transformers
adventure in augmented reality. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite will officially close at 12:01 a.m. local time on Jan. 31, 2022. We sincerely thank all of our fans who have enjoyed the game. pic.twitter.com/WFvMlNcgpl — Harry Potter: Wizards Unite (@HPWizardsUnite) January 28, 2022 FTC: We use income earning auto affiliate links. More. Check out
9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: 7.0 29K+ TRUSTED APP v2.20.0 by Niantic, Inc. Download Android APK89.65 MB It's been a while since the end of the Harry Potter Saga but other than JK Rowling's very insistent retcons, there are other elements at play in keeping the spirit of the series alive.Following in the footsteps Pokemon GO, Harry
Potter brings us right into the heart of the action. Using the magic of augmented reality, jump into the Wizarding World as one of three professions and fulfill your duties in the various locations mirroring our own. Wield powerful spells against dangerous foes, capture mythical beasts, and keep the world of magic away from the eyes of the world.
Strictly no muggles allowed, it has a playscore of 7.87. Wizards Unite (Package Name: com.nianticlabs.hpwu.prod) is developed by Niantic, Inc. and the latest version of Harry Potter: Wizards Unite 2.20.0 was updated on November 29, 2021. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is in the category of Adventure with the feature online and Open world, etc. You
can check all apps from the developer of Harry Potter: Wizards Unite and find 200 alternative apps to Harry Potter: Wizards Unite on Android. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is listed in Best 10 Celebrity Games for Android. Currently this app is for free. This app can be downloaded on Android 5.0+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on
APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with fast download. ★★★ Webby People’s Voice Award Winner ★★★A magical calamity has befallen the wizarding world and it’s up to you to answer the call to help the Ministry of Magic restore balance! From the makers of Pokémon GO, Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is the real-world augmented reality (AR)
game that allows you to interact with the wizarding world in a new way. Discover some of the most iconic characters and magical creatures from the Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts series including Harry, Ron, Hermione, Dumbledore and Newt, as well as Dragons, Hippogriffs, Nifflers and much more–all brought to life through AR.REVEAL THE
MAGIC OF THE WIZARDING WORLD IN A NEW WAY◆ Use cutting-edge AR to relive some of your favourite moments from the Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts series, encountering hundreds of magical artefacts, creatures, people and memories from the wizarding world.◆ Discover the magic in your neighborhood as unique real world points of
interest such as parks, museums, murals and more are transformed into magical Inns, Greenhouses and Fortresses to aid you on your adventures.◆ Step into a Portkey and, through the lens of immersive AR, experience the magic of being whisked away to some of your favourite wizarding world locations such as Ollivander’s Wand Shop, Dumbledore’s
Office, Hagrid’s Hut and more. FULFILL YOUR MAGICAL POTENTIAL◆ Learn powerful spells and unlock unique rewards as you level up that will help you on your adventures, with training lessons provided by the Ministry of Magic.◆ Gather ingredients to brew Potions with a variety of magical effects, including powerful concoctions that even
Professor Snape would be proud of. ◆ Select a magical Profession and learn unique skills. Take on dark wizards as an Auror, tame fantastic beasts as a Magizoologist or master spells for any occasion as a Professor. TEAM UP WITH OTHER WITCHES AND WIZARDS◆ Duel fearsome foes in Wizarding Challenges–real-time cooperative multiplayer
battles against Death Eaters, Werewolves, Acromantulas and more. Team up and strategize with friends to turn even the most difficult Wizarding Challenges in your favor. ◆ Catch a ride on the Knight Bus to the Hogwarts Fortress and join in Wizarding Challenges with players from around the globe, all from the comfort of home. ◆ Collect useful
magical resources from real world points of interest and share them with friends by sending in-game gifts.Ready your wand, alert your friends and enlist to protect the wizarding world. Dark forces don't stand a chance when witches and wizards come together. Your wizarding adventure awaits!Stay tuned for the latest at WizardsUnite.comNotes:With the player's permission, Adventure Sync uses your location to enable the player to earn walking distance when the app is closed.Harry Potter: Wizards Unite is co-developed and co-published by Niantic, Inc. and WB Games San Francisco as part of Portkey Games, a label dedicated to creating new Wizarding World mobile and video games
inspired by J.K. Rowling's original stories that place players at the center of their own adventure. Greetings SOS Task Force Members!COMING SOON Niantic Social - a new feature that will allow you to communicate with your friends in-app.GENERAL Harry Potter: Wizards Unite will close on January 31, 2022. On December 6th, in-app purchases
will be disabled and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite will no longer be available on the app store. Read More Celebrity Games Adventure online Open world Harry Potter
That's 4x what my current PoGo installation uses and I fear it might deter many potential players without that much storage space. 2. level 1. · 3 yr. ago. Saw this pop up on APK mirror. Installed it. Ran through the tutorial part but since that finished, map seems to be empty. If I can find an up to date APK can I play WU in an unreleased country or
will nothing appear on the map ? I'm getting really impatient waiting (UK) Press J to jump to the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts. Search within r/WizardsUnite. r/WizardsUnite. It is a brand name famous for creating wizard games and video game portals. They are huge, inspired BY J.K Rowling’s collection of the
wizard world franchise of Harry Potter: Wizards Unite and various video games are available related to … 29/11/2021 · Harry Potter: Wizards Unite. 2.20.0 for Android. 7.0 | 181 Reviews | 111 Posts. Niantic, Inc. Download APK (89.7 MB) Versions. This release comes in several variants, See available APKs. Download APKPure APP to get the latest …
APK user, experiencing new glitches Ok, so I downloaded the most current version of the game via APK (Samsung S10e, if that's relevant) and whereas before, I could do the daily "walk 0.70 km" task, now, it's stuck at 0.00 km walked, along with the weather saying "clear, day" when it's the middle of the night and raining. 40.0k members in the
WizardsUnite community. A high-quality community for fans of the mobile game Harry Potter: Wizards Unite made by Niantic, the … Android APK download now working for UK. Seems a day early, but the Android APK (don't know if in Play store yet) is working for me in the UK now. 5 comments. share. save. hide. report. 33% Upvoted. This thread is
archived. New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast. Hello! While we are waiting for the release of WU. Have Anyone tried to see if the running medal (miles / kms travelled). Already counts? Or does it … 39.8k members in the WizardsUnite community. A high-quality community for fans of the mobile game Harry Potter: Wizards Unite
made by Niantic, the … 37.3k members in the WizardsUnite community. A high-quality community for fans of the mobile game Harry Potter: Wizards Unite made by Niantic, the …
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